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1. Introduction

Legal temporary workers are granted entry to host countries to work in specific assigned jobs, to which they are limited by law. However, since such workers aim to maximize earnings during the period spent in the host country, there is an incentive for them also to take on jobs which are not allocated to them legally (hereinafter, illegal jobs). Illegal workers entering host countries (Borjas, 1994 and Ethier, 1986) cannot find jobs as easily as legal workers and tend to use the existing networks generated by the local migrants (legal and illegal) to find jobs.

In this process, both legal and illegal migrants gain specific human capital, thereby increasing their incomes over time. These include: on-the-job training, learning the language, etc. Legal immigrants may work in both legal and illegal jobs; therefore their reservation wage is higher than that of illegal migrants, who are restricted to illegal jobs. The increase in specific human capital, and, hence income, for both legal and illegal immigrants enables them to employ newly arrived illegal immigrants with low specific human capital looking for other sources of income. Naturally, illegal immigrants turn to the local network for help.

Our goal in this paper is to explore the labor market interactions between legal and illegal immigrants. We describe the stylized relationships within the immigrant community. Illegal immigrants may substitute for the legal immigrants to some extent at home, specializing in certain fields or professions. Such assistance enables the immigrants to devote more time to increasing their earnings. Immigrants generally prefer to employ migrants from their own country as they come from a similar environment, culture, and language, enhancing network externalities (Marks 1989, Church and King 1993, Carrington, Detragiache, Vishwanath 1996 and Chiswick and Miller 1996). Therefore, a sub-economy is emerging whose sole purpose is to provide services for migrants.¹

Various public policies directed at dealing with these phenomena are examined. We consider the implications of:  a. taxing legal migrants’ earnings, b. changing the time period a legal immigrant/temporary worker is allowed to stay in the host country, c. requiring renewal of permits to stay in the country at regular intervals, d. imposing a penalty on local employers caught illegally employing migrants, and e. ¹

¹ Much of this economy is illegal. In Malaysia and Israel temporary migrant workers, both legal and illegal employ illegal migrants.
forced savings, whereby migrants are compelled to save part of their legal earnings, which they would lose if deported.

This paper is divided as follows: Section 2.1 describes the basic model considering the legal migrants’ allocation of time spent at illegal jobs. Section 2.2 considers the effect wealth accumulation on the legal migrants’ decisions. Section 2.3 considers the effect of changes in the migrants’ human capital over time on the allocation of time. In section 3, we discuss the opportunities for legal migrants to employ illegal migrants. Section 4 focuses on the employment of illegal immigrants by other illegal immigrants. Finally, Section 5 analyzes the implications of five different public policies directed at the evolving sub-economy.

2. The Model

2.1. The Basic Model

A legal immigrant works at his/her legal job. At the end of the day (week, etc.), after completing his/her obligations to the legal employer, he/she may decide to devote his/her time working at an illegal job to increase his/her earnings/utility. The utility the immigrant receives from leisure after finishing his/her obligations to the legal employer is normalized to zero. If an immigrant is caught working in an illegal job, he/she will be deported. To simplify, we assume that the alternative earnings in the home country is fixed at zero. (Alternatively: the immigrant maximizes the increase in earnings relative to the wages he/she would have received at home). Moreover, at this point we assume that the immigrants’ division of time between work and the home is fixed. The immigrant’s objective is to maximize his/her expected utility (earnings) by determining the proportion of time spent on the illegal market, \( \alpha \) (0 ≤ \( \alpha \) ≤ 1). The immigrant’s working permit is for a period of time \( T \).

The immigrant works on the legal market at a given job that has a fixed wage \( w^L \). Hours spent on the legal jobs are also fixed and normalized to 1 so that \( w^L \) represents earnings from legal employment. Alternatively we could look at the time spent at legal jobs as endogenous. Here we have decided no to take this approached

---

2 This assumption simplifies the calculations. The main results still hold under the case where there is a utility from leisure.

3 In order to consider a permanent legal migrant one must set \( T \to \infty \).
for two reasons: *a.* it seems more realistic that when a legal immigrants enters the
country he workers at an assigned job for which he/she received a permit and *b.* it
would complicate the notation while the results would stay the same.

The wages for the illegal jobs are fixed at \( w^i \) per job. Assuming that effort
gives decreasing returns: \( I(\alpha) \), the earnings from illegal work, increase with \( \alpha \) with a
decreasing marginal.\(^4\) The probability of being caught working on the illegal market,
\( P(\cdot) \), is a positive function of the proportion of time spent working there.\(^5\)

A legal immigrant caught working in an illegal job is deported and loses out in
two ways. He forfeits future earnings as well as some of his wealth and social ties.

Immigrants aim to maximize their expected earnings/utility (earnings). Towards this end, they have to decide on the proportion of time to spend on the illegal market. The general problem can be represented as follows:\(^6\):

\[ E(U_{i-1}) = (1 - P(\alpha)) \left( I(\alpha) + u(1-\alpha) + w_l + \frac{1}{1+r} E(U_{i}^*) \right) \text{ with } u' > 0 \text{ and } u'' < 0. \]

In the case where there is utility from leisure then the expected utility is:

\[ E(U_{i-1}) = (1 - P(\alpha)) \left( I(\alpha) + L(1-\alpha) + \frac{1}{1+r} E(U_{i}^*) \right) \text{ with } L' > 0 \text{ and } L'' < 0. \]

\(^4\) An alternative assumption would be that \( I(\alpha) = \alpha w^i \). In this case the result would still hold under more restricted assumptions for the probability of being caught.

\(^5\) The allocation of time for the different tasks has been analyzed in the literature starting with Becker (1965). There is a great deal of literature on the allocation of time and resources between legal and illegal activities (Block and Heineke, 1975 and Ehrlich, 1973). There are two main differences between our approach and the approach taken in the literature. *First,* a criminal who is caught may return to commit more illegal activities after serving his time. In our story, when caught the immigrant is deported. *Second,* in the literature the criminal has an infinite horizon while in our case there is a given time-permit.

\(^6\) In the case where there is utility from leisure then the expected utility is:
\[ E(U_{t-1}) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I(\alpha) + w^t + k E(U_t^*)) \quad \forall \ 1 \leq t < T \text{ and } 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1 \]

and

\[ E(U_T) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I(\alpha) + w^T) \]

where \( k = 1/(1+r) \) is the discount factor, \( r \) represents the immigrant’s time preference and \( E(U_t^*) \) is the expected earnings at period \( t \), given the optimal levels of \( \alpha \) (from time \( t \) to \( T \)). With probability \( P(\alpha) \) the migrant is caught and receives an expected earnings of zero. Starting at time \( T \):

**Time Period \( T \):** The migrant’s expected earnings in time period \( T \) are given by,

\[ E(U_T) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I(\alpha) + w^T) \quad (1) \]

The first-order condition is given by,

\[
\frac{\partial E(U_T)}{\partial \alpha} = -\frac{\partial P(\alpha)}{\partial \alpha}(I(\alpha) + w^T) + (1 - P(\alpha))\frac{\partial I(\alpha)}{\partial \alpha} = 0 \quad (2)
\]

Assuming the second-order condition is satisfied:

\[
\frac{\partial^2 E(U_T)}{\partial^2 \alpha} = -P''(\alpha)(I(\alpha) + w^T) - 2P'(\alpha)I'(\alpha) + (1 - P(\alpha))I''(\alpha) < 0 \quad (3)
\]

where \( P'(\alpha) = \frac{\partial P(\alpha)}{\partial \alpha} \); \( P''(\alpha) = \frac{\partial^2 P(\alpha)}{\partial \alpha^2} \); \( I'(\alpha) = \frac{\partial I(\alpha)}{\partial \alpha} \) and \( I''(\alpha) = \frac{\partial^2 I(\alpha)}{\partial \alpha^2} \).

Rewriting (2), gives:

\[ I'(\alpha) = \left[ P'(\alpha)/(1 - P(\alpha)) \right] (I(\alpha) + w^T) \quad (4) \]

The \( \alpha \) which satisfies (4) is denoted by \( \alpha^*_T \). Given \( \alpha^*_T \) we obtain:

\footnote{A sufficient, but not necessary, condition for (3) is that the probability of being caught has a positive second derivative. (3) holds in the case where there are constant returns for effort on the illegal market.}
The migrant’s expected earnings in $T-I$ are given by

$$E(U^*_T) = (1 - P(\alpha^*_T))(I(\alpha^*_T) + w^*)$$

(5)

**Time Period $T-I$:** The migrant’s expected earnings in $T-I$ are given by

$$E(U^*_{T-1}) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I(\alpha) + w^* + kE(U^*_T))$$

(6)

The first-order condition for (6) is satisfied if:

$$I'(\alpha) = [P'(\alpha)/(1 - P(\alpha))(I(\alpha) + w^* + kE(U^*_T)))]$$

(7)

For a given $\alpha$, the RHS of (7) is greater than that of (4) therefore $\alpha^*_{T-1} < \alpha^*_T$. This may be generalized in the following proposition:

**Proposition 1:** *Over time, the proportion of time spent on the illegal market increases.*

Proof: see Appendix.

According to this proposition, the longer immigrants are in the host country, the more time they spend working in illegal jobs (see Fig. 1) since the cost of being caught on the illegal market decreases with time. This assumption may be relaxed by introducing an additional penalty if caught (see below).

2.2. *A Model Including Accumulation of Wealth*

We now assume that immigrants accumulate wealth, which is lost if they are caught working on the illegal market. Since immigrants caught on the illegal market are expelled from the country, they cannot liquidate all their capital overnight, which, therefore, constitutes a loss. Moreover, there is also a social cost, i.e. losing friends made over the years.

Denote the amount of wealth accumulated over $t$ by $K_t(\cdot)$. $K_t(\cdot)$ is function of the legal immigrants’ total amount of earnings until $t$: $K_t\left(\sum_{i=1}^{t-1} (1 + r)^{t-i}(I(\alpha_i^*) + w^*)\right)$.

Denote the wealth accumulation by $K(t)$. Most of the temporary workers’ earnings are sent home and, therefore, would not be lost if deported. We assume that the legal
immigrants’ major source of income is from the legal jobs and since this is fixed, the accumulation of wealth is independent of the proportion of time spent in illegal jobs.

**Time Period T:** The migrant’s expected earnings during $T$ are given by:

$$E(U_T) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I(\alpha) + w^\uparrow) - P(\alpha)K(T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The first-order condition is satisfied if:

$$I'(\alpha) = \left[ \frac{P'(\alpha)}{(1 - P(\alpha))} \right] \left( I(\alpha) + w^\uparrow + K(T) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Denote the $\alpha$ that satisfies (9) by $\alpha^*_T$. We now compare the proportion of time spent on the illegal market with or without the accumulation of capital. Technically, the RHS of (9) should be compared with that of (4), for a given $\alpha$:

$$\text{RHS}(9) = \left[ \frac{P'(\alpha)}{(1 - P(\alpha))} \right] \left( I(\alpha) + w^\uparrow + K(T) \right) > \left[ \frac{P'(\alpha)}{(1 - P(\alpha))} \right] \left( I(\alpha) + w^\uparrow \right) = \text{RHS}(4)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The accumulation of capital increases the cost of working on the illegal market, and, therefore, immigrants wishing to maximize their expected earnings spend less time working in illegal jobs ($\alpha^*_T < \alpha^*_I$). This may be generalized: **The proportion of time spent on the illegal market is higher in the model without than in the one with the accumulation of wealth.** As a result of preparations to leave for home, during the time period $t_I$, the total level of wealth accumulated lost if immigrants are caught is reduced

**Proposition 2:** **If the accumulation of wealth is independent of the proportion of time spent in illegal jobs, the curve of the relationship between the time spent in the host country and the proportion of time spent on the illegal market is U-shaped.**

Proof: see Appendix

With time, immigrants spend less time on the illegal market since the cost of being caught increases. In the period prior to their return, they start “selling” assets,
such as home equipment, among others. Therefore, the cost of being caught decreases, increasing the incentive to spend more time in the illegal market (see Fig. 2.).

2.3. Changes in Human Capital

We consider the effect of changes in human capital over time on the time spent on the illegal market. The increase in human capital over time is due to on-the-job training, learning the language, etc. We assume the increase in human capital is higher on the legal than on the illegal market. While learning by practice takes place on both the legal and illegal markets, the legal immigrant has more freedom and choice of work:

\[ \frac{\partial I_t(\alpha)}{\partial t} > 0, \quad \frac{\partial w_t}{\partial t} > 0 \text{ and } \frac{\partial I_t(\alpha)}{\partial t} < \frac{\partial w_t}{\partial t}. \]

To simplify, we return to the basic model. During \( T \), the first-order condition is (similarly to (4)):

\[ I'_{T}(\alpha) = \left[ P'(\alpha)/(1 - P(\alpha)) \right] \left( I_t(\alpha) + w_T \right) \]  

(11)

At \( T-1 \), the first-order condition is (similarly to (7)):

\[ I'_{T-1}(\alpha) = \left[ P'(\alpha)/(1 - P(\alpha)) \right] \left( I_{T-1}(\alpha) + w_{T-1} + \frac{1}{1+r} E[U_T^*] \right) \]  

(12)

Given \( \alpha \) the RHS of (12) is greater than that of (11): immigrants spend more time on the legal market in \( T-1 \) than in \( T \). The proportion of time spent on the legal market decreases with length of stay in the host country. However, it is higher if the human capital level changes over time, since the cost of being caught increases with time:

**Proposition 3:** If the immigrants’ human capital increases over time, they spend more time on the legal market.

3. Employment of illegal immigrants by legal immigrants

Taking care of home and family, such as cleaning, cooking, and educating children, etc., is time-consuming. In the previous sections it has been implicitly assumed that the immigrants’ division of time between work and home is fixed. In this section, we consider the consequences of immigrants deciding to employ other immigrants to do
some of the chores. This would allow immigrants to devote more time to work, thereby increasing their earnings.

Legal immigrants may work at jobs open to illegal workers as well as at those that are closed to them. Thus, illegal immigrants’ wages are lower than the legal immigrants. Moreover, legal immigrants have more opportunities, freedom and choice than illegal immigrants, and, therefore, their reservation wages are higher.

The legal immigrant, who works on both the legal and illegal markets, has a higher rate of increase of human capital than the illegal migrant. Moreover, a legal immigrant who has been in the country for some time earns more than an illegal immigrant recently arrived. To simplify, it is assumed that an immigrant who does not employ an illegal immigrant, devotes one unit of time to work and $\delta$ units of time to housework.

Let $\delta$, $\left(\delta < \bar{\delta}\right)$ denote the maximum time for which the illegal immigrant can replace the legal immigrant at home. The proportion of time in which the illegal worker replaces the legal worker is denoted by $\beta$, such that $0 \leq \beta \leq \delta < \bar{\delta}$. The time saved by the legal immigrant can be spent generating earnings. Denote by $v_t(\beta)$ the wage paid at time $t$, per unit of time, by the legal immigrant to the illegal immigrant:

$$\frac{\partial v_t(\beta)}{\partial \beta} > 0, \quad \frac{\partial^2 v_t(\beta)}{\partial \beta^2} < 0, \quad v_t(0) = 0 \text{ and } \frac{\partial v_t(\beta)}{\partial \beta} \geq 0$$

The first condition simply states that the longer the worker is employed, the more the employer has to pay. The second condition states that there are diminishing returns to work. The third condition states that there is no cost involved if a worker is not taken on. The fourth condition states that the illegal immigrant’s earnings may increase over time due to a rise in human capital.

---

8 Legal immigrants may employ illegal immigrants in order to hire them out to local employers. Considering this situation would enhance the results.

9 Endogenouslying the time spent at home would change the absolute results but it would not change the main findings of our analysis.
The illegal immigrant works for the legal immigrant for $\beta$ units of time, freeing the legal immigrant to work at illegal jobs during this time. The legal immigrant’s expected earnings are given by:

$$E(U_{t-1}) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I_{t-1}(\alpha + \beta) + w_{t-1}^L + k E(U_t^*) - v_{t-1}(\beta)) \quad \forall \ 0 \leq t < T$$

and

$$E(U_t) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I_t(\alpha) + w_t^L - v_t(\beta))$$

where $0 \leq \beta \leq \delta$.

The legal immigrant makes two related decisions: determining the time the illegal immigrant spends working for him/her, $\beta$, and the proportion of time spent on the illegal market, $\alpha$. Of course, will be a function $\beta$. A legal immigrant employs an illegal immigrant if, and only if, his/her earnings would thereby be expected to increase. At time $t$ ($0 \leq t < T$), denote the time spent on the illegal market and the employment time of the illegal immigrant by $\alpha_t^*$ and $\beta_t^*$ respectively.

The immigrant’s expected earnings at time $t-1$ ($0 \leq t < T$):

$$E(U_{t-1}^*) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I_{t-1}(\alpha^* + \beta^*_{t-1}) + w_{t-1}^L + k E(U_t^*) - v_{t-1}(\beta^*_{t-1}))$$

However, if legal immigrant does not employ the illegal immigrant, at time $t$ ($0 \leq t < T$) he/she will spend $\alpha_t^{**}$ units of time on the illegal market with $\beta_t^{**} = 0$.

In this case, the legal immigrant’s expected earnings at time $t-1$ would be:

$$E(U_{t-1}^{**}) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I_{t-1}(\alpha^*_{t-1}) + w_{t-1}^L + k E(U_t^*))$$

Note that the employer might not employ illegal immigrants during a time period $t-1$, but would do so during $t$.

**Lemma 1:** Legal immigrants employing illegal immigrants during time period $t-1 = \hat{t}$, $\left(E(U_{t-1}^{**}) < E(U_{t-1}^*)\right)$ would employ them for the entire duration of their stay $T \geq t-1 > \hat{t}$. 

8
Proof: see appendix.

The lemma states that if, at one point in time, it was worthwhile employing an illegal worker, it would continue to be so from then onwards.

**Proposition 4:** The probability of legal immigrants employing illegal immigrants increases with time. Moreover, the proportion of time illegal immigrants spend working for legal immigrant increases over time.

According to proposition 4, the longer legal immigrants stay in the host country, the higher the probability they would employ illegal immigrants, and the greater the proportion of time spent in such employment.\(^{10}\)

4. Employment of Illegal Immigrants by Illegal Immigrants

As well as working for legal immigrants, illegal immigrants spend time taking care of their own family. Illegal immigrants have to decide how to divide their time between work and the family. The illegal immigrants’ human capital increases over time. Therefore, it may well be that, after a certain period of time they decide to employ other immigrants to help them at home with cleaning and looking after the children, among other tasks. As mentioned in the introduction, immigrants generally prefer to employ migrants from with similar social and cultural background, thereby enhancing network externalities. Taking such a step allows immigrants to increase their working time for other legal or illegal immigrants and/or local employers.

At time \(z\), the expected earnings of an illegal immigrant working for a legal immigrant are given by:

\[
E(V_z) = (1 - \gamma q)(V_z(\gamma) + k E(V_{z+1}^*))
\]

where \(\gamma\) is the proportion of time spent working on the illegal market and \(E(V_{z+1}^*)\) are the immigrant’s expected earnings for the time period \(z+1\), given that the proportion of time he/she chooses to devote to work is optimal. The term \(q(\gamma)\) is the illegal immigrant’s probability of being caught and thrown out of the host country.

\(^{10}\) This fact is going to be a key issue determining public policy.
While both legal and illegal immigrants face similar problems, there are several differences: (1) Illegal immigrants cannot work in legal jobs. (2) Whereas, in both cases, the probability of being apprehended is a direct function of the time spent working on the illegal market, legal immigrants only face being caught during the time they spend working on the illegal market, while the illegal immigrant may be apprehended at all times (at work or watching TV at home). This may be expressed as follows:

$$\frac{\partial q(a)}{\partial a} > 0, \quad q(0) > 0 \quad \text{and} \quad q(a) > P(a)$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Illegal immigrants may employ other illegal immigrants, for example, sending their children to a “school” run by an illegal-immigrant teacher who, of course, may be teaching more than one child simultaneously or participating in religious services run by a minister who is an illegal immigrant. Such measures would give the immigrant more time to devote to working and generating income.

Similarly to (15), the immigrant’s situation may be expressed as follows:

$$E(V_z) = (1 - q(\gamma + \lambda))(I_z(\gamma + \lambda) + kE(U_z^+) - v_\gamma(\lambda))$$ \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $\lambda$ denotes the time period over which the immigrant employs a new immigrant who previously worked in the home country for a period of time $\nu$.

Illegal immigrants employ immigrants only if their earnings are high enough. Since the immigrant’s human capital increases over time, this leads to the following:

**Proposition 5:** The probability of illegal immigrants employing other illegal immigrants increases with time. Moreover, the proportion of time illegal immigrant allocate to working for other illegal immigrants also increases over time.

Summarizing propositions 4 and 5, with time, more and more illegal immigrants work for legal and illegal immigrants in the host country. For example, legal and illegal immigrants employ illegal teachers. The illegal teachers employ illegal immigrants to do their housework etc. Thus, *A sub-economy of illegal immigrants, mainly serving immigrants from the same home country, develops in the host country.* This, of course, does not take into consideration the option that, after time $T$, the legal
immigrant may remain in the host country as an illegal immigrant. Thus, allowing legal immigrants to enter the host country generates jobs for illegal immigrants.

5. Policy Implications
A sub-economy of migrants is emerging whose sole purpose is the provision services by illegal immigrants for legal and illegal immigrants. This may not be in the interest of the host country. In this section we focuses on the demand for immigrants (assuming there is an initial pool of immigrants) and consider the implications of various public policy strategies that may affect the evolving new sub-economy. These include: taxing legal immigrants’ earnings; changing the time period a legal immigrant is allowed to stay in the host country; a regular renewal permit restriction; imposing a penalties on local employers caught illegal immigrant; and forced savings.

5.1 Earnings Tax
Let $\mu$ denote the tax rate. Assume the tax burden falls on the immigrant, i.e., the labor supply is assumed to be completely inelastic (if this is not so, the tax burden would be lower, however the analytical treatment would be similar).

The immigrant’s expected earnings at time $t-1$ are given by

$$E(U_{t-1}) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I(\alpha) + (1 - \mu)w^l + kE(U^*_t))$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

The first-order condition is satisfied if:

$$I'(\alpha) = \frac{P'(\alpha)}{(1 - P(\alpha))}(I(\alpha) + (1 - \mu)w^l + kE(U^*_t))$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

The RHS of (21) decreases with increasing tax rate $\frac{\partial \text{RHS}(21)}{\partial \mu} < 0).$ Applying the principle of diminishing returns to work, gives: $\frac{\partial \alpha^*_{t-1}}{\partial \mu} > 0$ and $\frac{\partial E(U^*_t)}{\partial \mu} < 0$.

Increasing the tax rate increases the proportion of time spent on the illegal market but

---

11 See for example Epstein, Hillman and Weiss (1999).
decreases the immigrants’ expected earnings. In turn, this affects the legal immigrant’s possibility of employing an illegal immigrant, since he/she is required to accumulate more human capital before being able to afford to take this step. This would reduce the number of illegal immigrants employed by the legal immigrants.

**Proposition 6:** Taxing legal immigrants’ earnings decreases the number of illegal immigrants they employ.

5.2 Limiting the Legal Immigrants’ Time Permit

According to proposition 2, as immigrants approach their dates of departure, they decrease their accumulated capital, and work more hours on the illegal market. Therefore, increasing the legal immigrant’s time permit increases the time he/she spends working in the legal market. Increasing the time spent on the legal market leads to an increase in the number of illegal workers employed:

**Proposition 7:** Increasing (decreasing) the legal immigrants’ time permits increases (decreases) the proportion of time they work on the legal market and increases (decreases) the number of illegal immigrants working for legal immigrants.

This proposition describes the tradeoff between the time the legal immigrant works on the illegal market and the number of illegal immigrants working there. Decreasing the number of illegal immigrants by reducing the time permit leads to less illegal workers. However, legal immigrants spend a greater proportion of their time on the illegal market. If the aim is that legal immigrants should spend a greater proportion of time on the legal market, this would, in turn, increase in the number of illegal immigrants working in the host country.

5.3 Renewal of Permits

Consider the effect of increasing the frequency of renewal for legal immigrants’. This would lead to uncertainty regarding their future earnings. To make such a policy credible, the authorities have to cancel some of the permits when they expire.
Assume legal immigrants are obliged to renew their permits at the end of each period. The probability of renewal is given by $\varphi$ and is independent of all the other variables. The immigrant’s expected earnings at time $t-1$ ($0 \leq t < T$) are given by:

$$E(U^*_{t-2}) = (1 - P(\alpha)) \left( I_{t-1}(\alpha'_{t-1} + \beta'_{t-1}) + w_{t-1} + \varphi \left( kE(U^*_{t-1}) - v_{t-1}(\beta'_{t-1}) \right) \right)$$  \tag{22}$$

The first order-condition is satisfied if:

$$I'_{t-1}(\alpha) = \left[ P'(\alpha)/(1 - P(\alpha)) \right] \left( I_{t-1}(\alpha) + w_{t-1} + \varphi \left( \frac{1}{1 + r} E(U^*_{t-1}) \right) \right)$$  \tag{23}$$

RHS in (23) is smaller than in (12). Given the diminishing returns of $I(.)$, the time he/she spends on the illegal market would increase.

**Proposition 8:** Requiring legal immigrants to renew their permits regularly would increase the time they spend on the illegal market and decrease the number of illegal immigrants they employ.

Note that the probability of a permit being renewed is independent of the time spent on the illegal market. This is because legal immigrants caught working on the illegal market are sent back to their home country, regardless of the time spent on the illegal market and whether their permits are due for renewal.

### 5.4 Penalties imposed on local employers

Consider the imposition of a penalty on local employers caught employing illegal immigrants. As pointed out above, the supply of illegal immigrants is inelastic. Therefore, such a penalty would reduce the illegal immigrants’ wages. It follows from equation (18) that:

**Proposition 9:** Imposing a penalty on local employers caught employing illegal immigrants would increase the proportion of time legal immigrants spend in the legal market, thereby decreasing the number of illegal immigrants they employ.

### 5.5 Forced savings

Consider the effect of forcing legal immigrants to save part of their earnings. The authorities would hold these savings for the immigrants until the date of their legal
departure. For example, in Germany, immigrants pay 10% of their earnings towards their pension. If they leave Germany legally before five years have elapsed, the authorities give them these forced savings on departure. However, migrants caught and deported lose these savings. The immigrant’s expected are:

\[
E(U_{t-1}) = (1 - P(\alpha_{t-1})) \left( I(\alpha_{t-1}) + (1 - \eta)w_{t-1}^{i} + k E(U_{t}^{*}) \right) \quad \forall \ 0 \leq t < T
\]

and

\[
E(U_{T}) = (1 - P(\alpha_{T})) \left( I(\alpha_{T}) + (1 - \eta)w_{T}^{i} + \sum_{i=1}^{T} (\eta w_{i}^{i})(1 + r)^{T-i} \right)
\]

where \( \eta \) is the rate of forced saving per time period.

From the previous analysis we know that the proportion of time spent on the legal market decreases in the earlier periods, but increases with time. For a large \( T \), the immigrants’ savings increase over time, and, concomitantly, the cost of being deported also increase.

**Proposition 10:** If \( T \) is large enough, forced savings decrease the time the legal migrants work on the illegal market and decreases the number of illegal migrants employed by them.

### 6. Concluding Remarks

Legal migrants may work in illegal jobs while, at the same time, employing illegal migrants. Illegal migrants may specialize in a certain field or profession, such as housecleaning, teaching, daycare, cooking and providing religious services, and may themselves also employ other illegal migrants. As a result, there is an evolving sub-economy, which is, for the most part illegal, the sole purpose of which is the provision of services for migrants by other migrants. Owing to their illegal status, the migrants have no choice, but to remain on the margins of the economy. The migrants do not assimilate into the local population. Rather, a parallel sub-economy is emerging.

Various public policy strategies targeted at the assimilation of migrants have been considered. Taxing the legal immigrant’s earnings reduces the number of illegal migrants they can employ, thereby facilitating assimilation. Moreover, increasing the legal immigrants’ time permit would increase the proportion of time they spend...
working on the legal market. On the other hand, requiring legal migrants/temporary workers to renew their permits regularly would increase the probability of assimilation. Imposing a penalty on local employers caught employing illegal migrants would increase the proportion of time spent by the legal migrant on the legal market and decrease the number of illegal migrants they employ, as well as the probability of migrant assimilation. The authorities can hold part of legal immigrants’ earnings as forced savings to be paid over to them on their day of legal departure from the country for their home country. Forced savings would decrease the immigrants’ illegal jobs and decrease the number of illegal migrants employed by other migrants.
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Appendix

Proof of proposition 1

The relationship between the proportion of time spent on the illegal market in the time periods $T$ and $T-1$ and the expected earnings during those time periods is known. The rest of the analysis is a backward induction. We assume that for $n < T$, $\alpha_{n-1}^* < \alpha_n^*$ and $E(U_{n-1}^*) > E(U_n^*)$ and show that $\alpha_{n-2}^* < \alpha_{n-1}^*$ and $E(U_{n-2}^*) > E(U_{n-1}^*)$. The migrant’s expected earnings at time $n-1$ are given by

$$E(U_{n-1}^*) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I(\alpha) + w^l + kE(U_n^*))$$  \hspace{1cm} (1a)$$

The first-order condition for the maximization of (1a) is given by,

$$I'(\alpha) = \left[ P'(\alpha)/(1 - P(\alpha)) \right] (I(\alpha) + w^l + kE(U_n^*))$$  \hspace{1cm} (2a)$$

Given the assumption of the induction $\alpha_{n-1}^* < \alpha_n^*$, the migrant’s expected earnings at time $n-2$ are given by,

$$E(U_{n-2}^*) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I(\alpha) + w^l + kE(U_{n-1}^*))$$  \hspace{1cm} (3a)$$

The first-order condition for the maximization of (3a) is:

$$I'(\alpha) = \left[ P'(\alpha)/(1 - P(\alpha)) \right] (I(\alpha) + w^l + kE(U_{n-1}^*))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4a)$$

The induction assumes that $E(U_{n-1}^*) > E(U_n^*)$. Clearly, the RHS of (4a) is greater than that in (2a). Thus, it is clear that: $\alpha_{n-2}^* < \alpha_{n-1}^*$ and $E(U_{n-2}^*) > E(U_{n-1}^*)$.

Q.E.D.

Proof of proposition 2

Time period $T-1$: The migrant’s expected earnings at time $T-1$ is given by

$$E(U_{T-1}^*) = (1 - P(\alpha))(I(\alpha) + w^l + kE(U_{T}^*)) - P(\alpha)K(T-1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5a)$$
In determining the proportion of time they should spend on the illegal market in period \(T-1\), immigrants aim to maximize their expected earnings over both periods. The first-order condition is given by:

\[
I' (\alpha) = \frac{P' (\alpha)}{(1 - P (\alpha))} \left[ I (\alpha) + w^\dagger + KE(U_T^*) + K(T - 1) \right]
\] (6a)

The relationship between the proportion of time spent on the illegal market under both options, with and without the loss of accumulated wealth, is now considered, taking into account the cost of being caught in both cases. The option with the higher cost and lower level of time spent on the illegal market is preferred. Formally, the RHSs of (6a) and (9) are compared. Given \(\alpha = \alpha_{K,T}^*\), the RHS of (9) is given by:

\[
RHS(9) = \frac{P' (\alpha_{K,T}^*)}{(1 - P (\alpha_{K,T}^*))} \left[ I (\alpha_{K,T}^*) + w^\dagger + K(T) \right]
\] (7a)

and the RHS of (6a) is,

\[
RHS(6a) = \left[ \frac{P' (\alpha_{K,T}^*)}{(1 - P (\alpha_{K,T}^*))} \right] \left[ I (\alpha_{K,T}^*) + w^\dagger + KE(U_T^*) + K(T - 1) \right]
\] (8a)

Condition:

\[
kE(U_T^*) > K(T) - K(T - 1)
\] (9a)

It is not clear whether (9a) holds or not. The LHS of (9a) is the discounted value of the future expected earnings and the RHS of (9a) is the increase in the value of the accumulated capital. (8a) is greater than (7a) if and only if \(\alpha_{K,T}^* > \alpha_{K,T-1}^*\) otherwise \(\alpha_{K,T}^* < \alpha_{K,T-1}^*\). We now turn to look at period \(T-2\):

\[
E(U_{T-2}) = (1 - P (\alpha)) \left[ I (\alpha) + w^\dagger + KE(U_{T-1}^*) \right] - P (\alpha) K(T - 2)
\] (10a)

First order condition

\[
I' (\alpha) = \frac{P' (\alpha)}{(1 - P (\alpha))} \left[ I (\alpha) + w^\dagger + KE(U_{T-1}^*) + K(T - 2) \right]
\] (11a)

Following the same calculation as in (6a), (7a) and (8a), \(\alpha_{K,T-1}^* > \alpha_{K,T-2}^*\) iff

\[
k\left[ E(U_{T-1}^*) - E(U_T^*) \right] > K(T - 1) - K(T - 2)
\] (12a)
Namely, this will be true only if the discounted expected earnings attributed to period $T-1$ is greater than that expected for the accumulation of wealth in the period that. In general, for $t \leq T$, $\alpha_{K_{t-1}} > \alpha_{K_{t-2}}$ iff (the proof is by induction using the same arguments as in proposition 1)

$$k\left(E\left[U_{t-1}^+\right]-E\left[U_{t}^+\right]\right) > K(t-1) - K(t-2) \quad (13a)$$

A new immigrant with low level of wealth accumulation on arrival, and thus in the initial $T_1$ period, there is an increase in the level of capital such that:

$$k\left(E\left[U_{t-1}^+\right]-E\left[U_{t}^+\right]\right) < K(t-1) - K(t-2) \quad (14a)$$

Thus, until time $T_1$, the immigrant spends more and more time on the legal market. Immigrant who are approaching their departure date $T$ stop accumulating capital. Moreover, the total level may also decrease, $K(t-1) - K(t-2) < 0$, as a result of preparing for departure and the return home. In this case, it is clear that for $t > T_1$

$$k\left(E\left[U_{t-1}^+\right]-E\left[U_{t}^+\right]\right) > K(t-1) - K(t-2),$$

which gives a U-shaped curve of the relationship between the proportion of time on the illegal market and the time spent in the country. Q.E.D.

Proof of lemma 1

By assumption, $\frac{\partial v_t(\cdot)}{\partial t} < \frac{\partial (I_t(\cdot) + w^t)}{\partial t}$, i.e., the increase in human capital is greater for legal than for illegal immigrants. Thus, in the period after the optimal time for employing an illegal immigrant, the increase in human capital (earnings per unit of time) is greater for legal than the illegal immigrants. Therefore, the timing would be optimal for legal immigrants to employ illegal workers. Q.E.D.
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